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Synsport are Superstars!

Reviewed by Kara Robertson (Bursar) from Llandudno Primary School

Multi-Sport Surface for Sun Valley Primary School

They installed the astro at Stellenbosch High school quickly, effectively, effortlessly and
without a glitch. It is not only their name which is connected to their brand that stood out for
our school but also the aftermarket service they provide: maintenance, repairs and a good
warranty. Looking back on their completed project we can say that we are so happy that we
picked Synsport from everyone who tendered. They provide a quality product, with
professional people with adequate skills to handle installations.I would recommend Synsport
to anyone, anytime!

Reviewed by Gavin Keller (Principal) from Sun valley Primary School

Stellenbosch High School

Synsport worked with us from the design phase. Their service and customer relationship
strategy are exceptional. We received a weekly voicemail from the Project Manager and
Dylan was a call away and responded quickly. We pressurised them to complete the project
in a ridiculously short time so that we could have access to the Astro for winter sport. They
achieved the task. I would strongly recommend them and will certainly use them again.

Reviewed by Wayne Carpenter (Teacher) from Stellenbosch High School

Multi Sport Surface

Synsport did an incredible job installing a multi-sport surface onto tennis court. They were
very helpful during the exploratory phase and then the installation was quick, neat, and had
no impact on school life. Their pricing was competitive, and the end product is outstanding.

Reviewed by Gary Skeeles (Principal) from Rhenish Primary School

We are extremely pleased with the approach, commitment, communication, and follow-

through from the Synsport team. We particularly appreciated their personal involvement in all

facets and stages of the installation of our Astroturf field. They responded to all queries,

allayed any concerns and reacted quickly to temporary complications that arose.  Synsport

also supplied and installed our new cricket nets. I would happily recommend Synsport.
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